Regular Shared Group Tours with English, Spanish and Italian guides.
These tours depart from Naples City Center and can be booked in three different options:

STANDARD

SMALL GROUP

VIP SMALL GROUP

UP TO
40 PASSENGERS

UP TO
16 PASSENGERS

UP TO
8 PASSENGERS

Contact: info@italianbureau.com.au
www.italianbureau.com.au
Australia

4

STANDARD

STANDARD

A$50

A$70

Pompei
SMALL GROUP

A$120

VIP SMALL GROUP

A$180

T

√
W

√
T

√
F

07:50
Hotel Royal Continental
07:55
Hotel Romeo
08:00
Hotel NH Panorama
08:00
Cruise Terminal - meet tour leader
08:10
Hotel Naples
08:20
Hotel Palazzo Caracciolo
08:30
Hotel Star Terminus

11:15
Free time for shopping
11:30
Departure from Pompeii
12:00-12:30
Arrival in Naples and drop off

√
S

√
S

Roundtrip transfer from the meeting point in Naples, commentary on board,
archeoguide or audioguides*, bottled water

Live Guide, Pompeii entrance fee (€15,00 p.p.), lunch, gratuities

Pompeii entrance fee (€15,00 p.p.), lunch, gratuities

* Operates in all weather conditions so please dress appropriately. * Comfortable walking
shoes are recommended. * Hat and sunscreen in the summer and umbrella in case of rain * For
the meeting point and pickup time find the provided pickup list * After having booked please
contact the local supplier to arrange the meeting point and pickup time * Pickup times start
approximately 60 minutes before the tour departure * Tour timetable may change due to traffic
and/or road closures.

*during the LOW SEASON the live guide will be provided with a minimum of 6 participants. Up to 5 participants we will provide
audioguides. - We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. - Tour
operates in all weather conditions so please dress appropriately. - Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and
sunscreen in the summer and umbrella in case of rain. - For the meeting point and pickup time as well, find the provided pickup
list - After having booked please contact the local supplier to arrange the meeting point and pickup time - Pickup times start
approximately 60 minutes before the tour departure - Tour timetable may change due to traffic and/or road closures.

√

Roundtrip transfer from the meeting point in Naples, commentary on board.

3h

From Naples

S

√
S

√

09:15 - 11:15
Walking tour inside the ruins

F

This tour starts from Naples 2 times a day, every day. The pickup will
be provided from the main hotels of Naples city center and from the
scheduled meeting points. After 30 minutes, you will reach Pompeii. Our
archaeological guide* will greet you at the parking and will help you with
the purchase of the tickets for the Pompeii archaeological site. Our guide
will give you the most interesting basics about Pompeii and will show you
the most important places such as the thermal baths, the frescos of the
Lupanare brothel, the Macellum with its “tabernae”, famous workshops
located in the commercial streets, the Basilica and the House of Faun.
You will have the chance to take several photos during brief stops. In case
of ongoing maintenance work of some villas or buildings for restoration,
the guide will replace the visit with an alternative building. The tour inside
the ruins lasts around 1 hour and half. Your exact route will depend on the
crowds and weather conditions. At the end of your time in Pompeii, travel
back to Naples where your tour will come to an end.

07:40
National Archeological Museum

09:00
Arrival in Pompeii,
free time for restrooms and tickets

√

√

Daily shared shuttle service from Naples to Pompeii and back. After the
last pickup the bus will reach Pompeii. Once arrived you have 2 hours.
Take the chance to explore Pompeii for maximum flexibility at your own
pace using a convenient shuttle from Naples city centre.
The mysterious ruins of ancient Pompeii offer such an immersive travel
and overwhelming experience like no other archaeological site in the
whole world.
Let yourself feel like a Pompeii inhabitant, walk down ancient streets and
stroll around millennia-old houses, temples, shops, cafes, amphitheatres
and thermal baths.

– Skip the line at the ticket office

T

M

HIGHLIGHTS Enjoy a shared walking tour of the ruins

hours in the ruins

√

JAN - DEC

HIGHLIGHTS - with pickup in Naples - roundtrip transportation - free time 2

M

07:30
Hotel Parker’s

√

08:30
Tour Departure

T

TOUR ITINERARY

07:25
Hotel Paradiso

√

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

TOUR ITINERARY

√

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

Napoli

Group Tours

Pompeii

W

Pompei

Pompei Shuttle

APR - OCT

Group Tours

Napoli

3h

From Naples

STANDARD

STANDARD

A$135

A$40

A$70

VIP SMALL GROUP

A$130

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

TOUR ITINERARY

TOUR ITINERARY

07:30
Villa Comunale Salerno

09:00
Pickup in Pompeii outside Fortuna
Village

√
W

√

√

T

√
F

√
S

√
S

√
From Salerno

Round trip transfer from the meeting point in Salerno, commentary on board,
archeoguide or audioguides*, bottled water

Archeoguide or audioguides*

Pompeii entrance fee ( 15,00 euro p.p.), lunch, gratuities

Round trip transportation, Pompeii entrance fee ( 15,00 euro p.p.), lunch, gratuities

*the tour will start with a minimum of 6 participants * We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting
point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. Tour operates in all weather conditions
so please dress appropriately. * Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen
in the summer and umbrella in case of rain.

*during the LOW SEASON the live guide will be provided with a minimum of 6 participants. Up to 5
participants we will provide audioguides. We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least
5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. Tour operates in all weather conditions so please dress
appropriately. Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and
umbrella in case of rain.

T

√

F

This tour starts from Naples 2 times a day, every day. The pickup will
be provided from the main hotels of Naples city center and from the
scheduled meeting points. After 30 minutes driving you will reach
Pompeii. Our archaeological guide* will greet you at the parking and will
help you with the purchase of the tickets for the Pompeii archaeological
site. Our guide will give you the most interesting basics about Pompeii
and will show you the most important places such as the thermal baths,
the frescos of the Lupanare brothel, the Macellum with its “tabernae”,
famous workshops located in the commercial streets, the Basilica and
the House of Faun. You will have the chance to take several photos
during brief stops. In case of ongoing maintenance work of some villas or
buildings for restoration, the guide will replace the visit with an alternative
building. The tour inside the ruins lasts around 1 hour and half. Your exact
route will depend on the crowds and weather conditions. At the end of
your time in Pompeii, travel back to Naples where your tour will come to
an end.

√

Take the chance to visit the Pompeii ruins, the Italian most visited
archaeological site. Pompeii was not simply blown away by the Vesuvius
eruption in 79 A.D., but buried under layers of debris, ashes and mud,
as well. The result is the priceless value of this UNESCO site and a wellpreserved slice of ancient Roman life.
The tour last around 3/4 hours including transportation from Salerno
and free time after the visit inside the ruins. The walking tour inside this
site of interest lasts around 1 hour and half. The group size can reach a
maximum number of 40 passengers.

W

T

3/4h

09:15 - 11:15
Walking tour inside the ruins

√

√

12:30
arrival back in Salerno

ruins – Skip the line at the ticket office

T

M

11:00 to 11:30
free time for shopping and drinks

HIGHLIGHTS Reach Pompeii on your own – Enjoy a sharing walking tour of the

√

09:00 to 11:00
walking tour inside the excavations
of Pompeii

- follow a tour with a local guide
- roundtrip transportation from Salerno

M

JAN - DEC

08:45
reach Pompeii

HIGHLIGHTS - discover the worldwide famous excavations of Pompeii

APR - OCT

07:45
Salerno Cruise Terminal

√

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

SMALL GROUP

Pompei

Group Tours

Pompeii WALKING TOUR

S

Pompeii FROM SALERNO

√

Salerno

S

Group Tours

Pompei

2h

From Pompeii

Vesuvius
National Park

WITH WINE TASTING

Pompei

Herculaneum
STANDARD

A$90

SMALL GROUP

A$120

VIP SMALL GROUP

A$180

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

STANDARD

A$110

SMALL GROUP

A$150

VIP SMALL GROUP

A$200

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

T

√
W

√
T

√
F

√
S

√
S

√
3h

From Naples

Roundtrip transfer from the meeting point, commentary on board, archeoguide or
audioguides*, bottled water

Roundtrip transfer from the meeting point, live guide, bottled water, lunch with
wine tasting

Herculaneum entrance fee (€ 13,00 p.p.), gratuities, lunch.

Mt. Vesuvius entrance fee €10.00, gratuities

*during the LOW SEASON the live guide will be provided with a minimum of 6 participants. Up to 5 participants we will
provide audioguides. *the live guide will be provided with the minimum of 6 participants. Up to 5 participants we will provide
audioguides * We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. * Tour
operates in all weather conditions so please dress appropriately. * Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and
sunscreen in the summer and umbrella in case of rain. * For the meeting point and pickup time as well, find the provided pickup
list * After having booked please contact the local supplier to arrange the meeting point and pickup time * Pickup times start
approximately 60 minutes before the tour departure * Tour timetable may change due to traffic and/or road closures

*in case of bad weather conditions the tour may be cancelled without notice. * For the
meeting point and pickup time as well, find the provided pickup list * After having booked
please contact the local supplier to arrange the meeting point and pickup time * Pickup times
start approximately 60 minutes before the tour departure * Tour timetable may change due
to traffic and/or road closures.

12:50 - 13:30
Wine tasting and lunch and drive up
the slopes of the Mt. Vesuvius
13:30
Drive up to 1000 meters and reach
the parking for buses
13:50 - 15:50
Free time to hike up the serpentine
that reach the crater, time for the
tour with a guide of the
Mt. Vesuvius National Park.
16:00
Meet the bus at the parking
16:00 - 16:45
Drive back to Naples

4h

From Naples

√
S

√
S

√
F

√
T

12:30
Drive up the slopes
of the Mt Vesuvius
and stop in a local restaurant with
view of the bay of Naples

√

Painted over the centuries by various artists, Mt. Vesuvius is the natural landmark
of the Bay of Naples. Tragically known as the destroyer of the cities of Pompeii
and Herculaneum, the volcano is certainly a “must see” sightseeing place for every
tourist. This tour is an unforgettable experience in order to admire the Bay of Naples
from the top of the mountain. The tour starts every day from Naples, after a 2nd stop
in Pompeii to pick other passengers up. The driver will lead you up to the slopes of
the mountain where you will stop in a local restaurant with a breathtaking view of
the Bay of Naples. Taste local food and enjoy the wine of the vineyards located on
the mountain. The Vesuvius area is still today characterized by the presence of old
wine varieties in many vineyards. Every wine (from Lacryma Christi to Caprettone)
is able to tell the history of the area and can be conceived as an ambassador of the
culture and traditions of the territory. The tour will continue to reach 1000 m altitude
where the guide will help you with the purchase of the tickets to visit the crater. From
the tickets office you will walk to the real top of the volcano to see the crater and
listen to the explanation of the professional National Park guide. You will admire the
summit of Mount Somma (1133 m) and to the right the cone of Vesuvius (1281 m),
both separated by a valley, called Valley of the Giant. After 2 hours free time to reach
the summit and take photos, you can reach the parking area, where the driver will
pick you up and drive you back to Naples.

12:20
Stop in Pompeii for 2nd pickup

W

√

After a long sleep, Vesuvius woke up on October 24, 79 AD. This eruption
was apocalyptic, since it destroyed the ancient Roman cities of Pompeii
and Herculaneum. Herculaneum was discovered in the 18th century
and became one of the most famous archaeological sites in the world.
Nowadays, Herculaneum boasts several landmarks such as the house
with the mosaic Atrium, the house of the Deer, the Thermal spas of
the Forum, the house of the mosaic of Neptune and Amphitrite, which
definitely deserve to be visited. Herculaneum is smaller than Pompeii
and can be visited in an hour and half. This tour includes transfer from
Naples and English commentary. As you wander through the streets of
Herculaneum, you are not only offered a unique glimpse into the private
lives of the Romans, but you can also sense the panic that surprised its
inhabitants when the volcano erupted.

in the world - Hike up the volcano that destroyed Pompeii - Enjoy the view of the bay of
Naples from the top of its highest mountain - Skip the line service at the ticket office

11:30 - 12:00
Pickup from Naples

√

M

11:00-11:30
Drop off in Naples

Round trip transfer from Naples - Pickup from the main hotels of Naples City
Center - Skip the line in Herculaneum

HIGHLIGHTS Discover the history and the geology of the 2nd most dangerous volcano

T

09:30-11:00
Walking tour inside the ruins

HIGHLIGHTS Enjoy half day guided tour to the ruins of Herculaneum

√

JAN - DEC

09:00-09:30
Arrival in Herculaneum

TOUR ITINERARY

M

TOUR ITINERARY
07:30-08:30
Pickup from Naples

Vesuvius

Group Tours

Herculaneum

Napoli

Napoli

JAN - DEC

Group Tours

Mt. Vesuvius

Group Tours

Vesuvius

Pompei

Mt. Vesuvius

WITH WINE TASTING FROM POMPEII
STANDARD

A$110

SMALL GROUP

A$150

VIP SMALL GROUP

A$200

Naples Walking Tour
& Underground Ruins
STANDARD

A$80

SMALL GROUP

San Gregorio
Armeno
Piazza Dante

Piazza
San Domenico
Maggiore

Piazza del Gesù

VIP SMALL GROUP

A$120

Piazza Municipio
Maschio Angioino

A$180

Group Tours

Duomo

Cruise Terminal

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

√
W

√
T

√
F

√
S

16:00
Meet the bus at the parking
16:00 - 16:45
Drive back to Naples

√
S

Local guide, Underground ruins ticket

Mt. Vesuvius entrance fee (€10,00 p.p.), gratuities

Hotel Pickup, Transportation, Gratuities, Lunch

In case of bad weather conditions the tour may be cancelled without prior notice.
We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your
scheduled pickup time. Tour operates in all weather conditions so please dress
appropriately. Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in
the summer.

*the tour will start with a minimum of 2 participants - We highly recommend to arrive
at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. - Tour
operates in all weather conditions so please dress appropriately. - Comfortable
walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and umbrella
in case of rain.

√

Transfer from/ to meeting point, live guide, bottled water, lunch with wine tasting

4h

From Pompeii

Galleria Umberto I, Royal Theater San Carlo,
Via Toledo, Piazza Plebiscito

14:30
Back to the meeting point, end of
the tour

5h

From Naples

√
S

√
S

√
F

√
T

√

Meet your tour guide in front of the fountain of Neptune in Municipio Square and enjoy
the tour of the historical center with its ancient Greek streets, the Roman underground
ruins and the countless churches. Our city boasts different architecture styles due
to many invasions and therefore, you will see not only the Greek and Roman area
but also the medieval and Baroque areas. At the same time, you will perceive the
diversity of religious belief systems co-existing in society, as well: a mixture of Pagan
and Christian icons can be seen in San Gregorio Armeno market, where you can also
explore several artisan shops. Besides, the “Neapolitan” culture is expressed in the
typical local food as well as in the narrow streets full of players and dancers that will
colour your walk with unbelievable effects. After the free time, the tour guide will reach
the monumental area of Naples and you will enjoy the view of medieval Angiò’s castle
and one of the world’s best neoclassical theatres, the Theatre of San Carlo. Opposite
to the San Carlo’s Theatre you will find out the “liberty style shopping center” known
as “Galleria Umberto I” and than you will stroll in Via Toledo and Piazza Plebiscito. The
tour lasts around 5/6 hours and includes 2 free time breaks, each of 45 minutes, one
for shopping and one for lunch. Every group will reach maximum 25 participants.

the oldest city of Italy - visit the underground ruins of Naples

W

T

13:50 - 15:50
Free time to hike up the serpentine
that reach the crater, time for the
tour with a guide of the Mt. Vesuvius
National Park

Mount Vesuvius is one of the most attractive volcanos in the world. It
is internationally renowned for the 79 A.D. eruption, which destroyed
the Roman cities of Pompeii, Herculaneum, Oplontis and Stabiae. From
a distance, the Vesuvius seems to be harmless but when the brave
tourist approaches near its crater, he feels the power of the “big Giant”.
Departing from Pompeii, you will reach an altitude of 1000 meters, and
from the parking area you will reach the crater following a trekking path
that usually takes 30 minutes. Once there, enjoy the breathtaking view of
the Bay of Naples.

in the world - Hike up the volcano that destroyed Pompeii - Enjoy the view of the bay of
Naples from the top of its highest mountain - Skip the line service at the ticket office

08:00
First Pickup from the Cruise Terminal
08:30
Second Pickup in Piazza Municipio
Square - in front of fountain of Neptune
08:35 - 08:55
Subway to Piazza Dante
09:00
Walking through Spaccanapoli
with stops in Piazza del Gesù,
Piazza San Domenico Maggiore
09:30
Walking through
San Gregorio Armeno Market
09:50
Visit underground ruins
of the Roman Century
10:15 - 11:00
Free time for shopping
11:15
Visit the famous cathedral, “Duomo”
11:45
Come back to the subway
12:30
Free time for lunch
13:30
Walking through the Monumental
area: Maschio Angioino Castle,

√

√

13:30
Drive up to 1000 meters and reach
the parking for buses

HIGHLIGHTS - Walk with a local guide - Discover the history, the culture of one of

T

M

12:50 - 13:30
Wine tasting and lunch and drive up
the slopes of the Mt. Vesuvius

HIGHLIGHTS Discover the history and the geology of the 2nd most dangerous volcano

√

JAN - DEC

12:30
Drive up the slopes
of the Mt Vesuvius and stop
in a local restaurant
with view of the bay of Naples

TOUR ITINERARY

M

12:00
pickup in Pompeii outside
restaurant Fortuna Village

JAN - DEC

TOUR ITINERARY

Group Tours

San Gregorio
Armeno

Spaccanapoli
Via Toledo

Naples Walking Tour
& Street Food Market

Group Tours

Duomo

Naples Pizza Cooking Class

Piazza Municipio

STANDARD
Piazza Plebliscito

Galleria Vittoria

A$96

SMALL GROUP

A$140

VIP SMALL GROUP

A$190

SMALL GROUP

A$98

Santa Lucia

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

T

√
W

√

18:00
Walk to Spaccanapoli
and Via San Gregorio Armeno

T

18:30
Visit an artisan shop

√
F

√

19:00
Finish the tour with
the visit of the Duomo

S

√
S

Lunch, English commentary

Hotel Pickup, Transportation, Lunch, Gratuities

Hotel Pickup, Transportation, Gratuities

12:00
pizza making
12:30
Lunch time
13:00
End of the experience

3h

From Naples

*the tour will start with a minimum of 2 participants We highly recommend to arrive
at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. Tour
operates in all weather conditions so please dress appropriately. Comfortable
walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and umbrella
in case of rain.

*the tour will start with a minimum of 6 participants

√
S

√
S

√
F

√

11:30 to 12:00
pizza lesson

T

11:30
Enter local traditional pizzeria

√

Live guide, Street Food

11:15
Second Pickup in Piazza Municipio
Square - in front of fountain of
Neptune

√

A tour that you cannot miss! Learn how to cook the Italian dish per
excellence, the icon of Naples, a delicious pizza! With the help of a
“pizzaiolo” you can make the pizza following all steps, from making the
dough to baking in a wood oven. It will not be just shown how to prepare
the Neapolitan pizza but some secrets will also be revealed: which flour
is good to use, which kind of yeast, how long the dough must rest, how
it must be spread, which tomato to use, when the oil is poured and so
on. Also the interesting history of this unique dish will be told: in the late
1800s, Raffaele Esposito was called to make a pizza for the visit of King
Umberto and Queen Margherita of Italy. During this taste test, Queen
Margherita liked the pizza garnished with tomatoes, mozzarella and
basil, to represent the national colours of Italy as on the Flag of Italy.

history regarding the most famous italian dish, “the pizza” - Make your pizza
and taste it - Follow the original recipe

W

√

17:20
Food tastings and free time

This walking tour starts every day from Naples in Piazza Municipio by
the Neptune Fountain. Take chance to visit the city of Naples with a
local guide that is not just a guide but it is a true Neapolitan traditions
believer! With the guide you will discover the real heart of Naples, full of
the artistic influences left by the different dominations suffered by the
city after the Greek and Roman ages. Visit Piazza Plebiscito with the
magnificent Royal Palace, walk along the seaside to enjoy the view of the
bay and Mt Vesuvius, stroll inside the food market Pignasecca and taste
different typical dishes, walk through the narrow roads of the historical
center and in the famous “Spaccanapoli”. In the historical center take
the chance to enter into a craftsman shop to learn about the tradition
of the handmade statues of the Nativity (called “Presepe”), a tradition
deeply felt in Naples during the Christmas time that goes back to 1000
years ago. Walk along the central nave of Naples Cathedral also known
as “Duomo” and be fascinated by the history of Saint Gennaro and the
liquefaction of his blood.

- Food tasting in the markets - Walk through the famous Piazza Plebiscito and
Spaccanapoli - Visit a local artisan shop to learn the history of the “Presepe”

10:45
First Pickup from the Cruise Terminal

√

M

16:50
Walk along via Toledo
to the market Pignasecca

HIGHLIGHTS - Learn how to prepare the original Pizza Margherita - Discover the

T

16:30
Walk to Santa Lucia
for photo along the seaside

HIGHLIGHTS - Local Neapolitan guide to experience the real city of Naples

√

JAN - DEC

16:10
Walk to Piazza Plebiscito,
Galleria Umberto

TOUR ITINERARY

M

16:00
Meeting point at Piazza Municipio

APR - OCT

TOUR ITINERARY

2h

From Naples

STANDARD

STANDARD

A$90

A$170

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

√
T

12:15-12:45
Reach Capri main square by minibus

√
W

√

12:45-13:45
Walking thought Capri main square
and visit the Augustus’ gardens

A natural artwork, the magnificent Capri island is the perfect combination
of all Mediterranean’s best features that fascinated Roman Emperors,
Hollywood stars and this century’s international jet set. Soaring into
the cobalt blue sea like a crown, with its famous Piazzetta, the breathtaking Augustus’ Gardens, the internationally renowned Blue Grotto and
the gorgeous Faraglioni, Capri donates the godliest scenography to the
Italian landscape. Meet our tour leader just outside the cruise terminal, by
the security gate. He/she will provide you with the hydrofoil tickets and,
once on the island, you will enjoy the visit of Capri on your own.

09:20
Arrival in Capri
09:30 to 16:00
free time to explore Capri
on your own
16:15
Meeting point at the port
16:30
Boarding the hydrofoil
17:20
Arrival Naples

T

√

13:45
Free time for shopping,
optional visit of the Blue Grotto

F

√

16:15
End of the tour

S

√
S

Live local guide, light lunch, Minibus tour on Capri

Hydrofoil Tickets roundtrip, Minibus Trasportation on the island

Hotel pickup, Optional extra activities, Gratuities, Hydrofoil Tickets

live guide, funicolar tickets, Blue Grotto entrance, lunch

*in case of bad weather/sea conditions the tour may be cancelled * We highly
recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled
pickup time. * Tour operates in all weather conditions so please dress appropriately.
* Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer
and umbrella in case of rain.

*in case of bad weather/sea conditions the tour may be cancelled * We highly recommend to arrive at
the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. * Tour operates in all weather
conditions so please dress appropriately. * Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and
sunscreen in the summer and umbrella in case of rain.

√
8h

From Capri

√
S

√
S

√

08:35 d
departure from Naples by hydrofoil

F

Visit one of the most beautiful islands of Italy, Capri! This is, at the same
time, a wonderful experience for its natural beauty and one of the most
super-VIP places in the world. In Capri, take a minibus to Anacapri town
and walk along the shopping streets. If you want, you can spend your
free time taking the chairlift to get to Mt. Solaro. After a light lunch,
you will take a minibus to the Capri main square where you will enjoy
the landscape and the wonderful blue sea views from the Belvedere of
Augustus’ Gardens. Do not hesitate to ask for a personalized tour of the
island, we will be happy to customize your excursion!

explore the Blue Grotto (optional) - Stroll through the shopping streets of Capri
- Visit the Augustus’ Gardens and enjoy the view of the Faraglioni

08:15
Meeting point at Molo Beverello
in Naples

√

explore the Blue Grotto (optional) - Stroll through the shopping streets of Capri
- Visit the Augustus’ Gardens and enjoy the view of the Faraglioni

HIGHLIGHTS - Enjoy a day in the most visited island of Italy - Take the chance to

T

HIGHLIGHTS - Enjoy a day on the most visited island of Italy - Take the change to

M

M

11:30
Lunch break

TOUR ITINERARY

√

10:00
Walking through the streets
of Anacapri, chance to take the
chairlift (optional)

Giardini di
Augusto

JAN - DEC

JAN - DEC

09:30-10:00
Transfer by minibus
from the port to Anacapri

Capri
Anacapri

TOUR ITINERARY
09:25
Meeting Point at dock number 0 zero

Grotta azzurra

Group Tours

Capri On Your Own

W

Giardini di
Augusto

SIGHTSEEING TOUR

√

Anacapri

Discover Capri

T

Capri

√

Group Tours

Grotta azzurra

8h

From Naples

Capri Boat Experience

Giardini di
Augusto

Villa Curzio

NO PICKUP

A$230

A$260

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

STANDARD

A$275

T

√
W

√
T

√

There will be a couple of stops for
swimming and snorkelling, and
a relaxing break with snacks and
drinks offered on board.
Stop from 3 to 5 hours to visit the
island by land.

F

√
S

√

Departure from Capri to the port
with limoncello tasting.
• Return to the port and transfer to
your hotel or at the meeting point
StarHotels Terminus.

S

Gratuities, optional pickup from hotel, optional activity costs (Blue Grotto), other
activities

Beach Towel, swimsuit, sunscreen, lunch, Capri tax €2,50 p.p

√

Roundtrip transfer, Pickup from Naples hotels or selected meeting points, English
speaking skipper, dry snacks, bottled water, snorkelling equipment

* Entrance fee to the Blue Grotto is not included. Please, be informed that to enable
us to comply with all the stages of the tour, stopping to visit the Blue Grotto will be
maximum 30 minutes, sea conditions permitting. * The tour is available in Spanish
language only on Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.

8/9h

From Naples

S

√
S
F

√
the Marvellous Grotto, the White Grotto, the
Green Grotto and the Blue Grotto*; along the
way you will admire the Natural Arch, the
Villa Curzio Malaparte, the Faraglioni rocks
and the Lighthouse of Punta Carena.

√

Arrival to Capri and start the tour
of the island by boat with stops to visit

T

Take the chance to relax on board a boat and to visit the famous VIP
island of Capri. This tour starts every day from Naples, after the pickup
the driver will reach the touristic docks of Naples where the boat will
start to reach the island. Sail for about 45 minutes and take breathtaking
photos of the Bay of Naples with the view on Mt Vesuvius. Do not forget
the sunscreen and the beach towel to lie down to relax once reached the
island. The boat will sail around the island to admire the different grottoes,
the Natural Arch and the sea rocks icon of Capri called “Faraglioni”. There
will be a couple of stops for swimming and snorkelling. During the day
you have free time so that you will be able to visit the island of Capri for
about 3/4 hours. Enjoy our Capri boat tour in this amazing bit of paradise!
The timetable depends on the sea conditions.

Live guide, hydrofoil tickets, light lunch, funicular or minibus tour on Capri

*in case of bad weather/sea conditions the tour may be cancelled * We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting point at
least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. * Tour operates in all weather conditions so please dress appropriately. *
Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and umbrella in case of rain * For the meeting
point and pickup time as well, find the provided pickup list * After having booked please contact the local supplier to arrange
the meeting point and pickup time * Pickup times start approximately 30 minutes before the tour departure * Tour timetable
may change due to wheather conditions * Kids (0-4 y/o) are free of charge, but, if required by the ticket office, based on their
height, they could be subject to the payment of the hydrofoild tickets

Boarding and departure to Capri.

√

√

From Naples

- Swim experience in the VIP island of Capri
- Free time to visit the Island - Every day departure from Naples

07:30-08:30
• Pick-up at the meeting point Star
Hotel Terminus or at your hotel
and transfer to the port

W

M

Visit in one day the picturesque island of Capri. Blue skies and turquoise water,
breathtaking views, couture shops enliven this bit of paradise. This tour will
take you to this oasis for artists, writers and celebrities. The tour starts every
day from Naples and lasts about 8 hours. The price includes the hydrofoil. With
this tour you will discover the town of Anacapri, at the top of the island. During
the free time stroll through the roads of Anacapri and take the chance to visit
Villa San Michele or enjoy a breathtaking experience on the chairlift that leads
thousands of tourists on the top of the Mt Solaro. Stop at a local restaurant
and taste a delicious Italian light lunch. After lunch reach Capri main town and
visit the unforgettable “piazzetta” the main square of Capri also called “the little
theatre of the world”, where a few meters away from each other sit princesses
of the Northern Kingdoms, Italian actors, American billionaires and common
people. From this tiny square, you will walk along the narrow streets of Capri,
famous for Italian fashion brands and local hand-crafted shops. The Augustus’
Gardens are not far away and the view of the Faraglioni and the twisty road of Via
Krupp with their extraordinary shapes will be stunning. Capri is at the same time
a wonderful naturalistic experience and one of the most fashionable places in
Italy. The guide will cut some free time for you in order to allow the group to relax,
to shopping or to take a boat tour around the island. After the free time, take the
hydrofoil back to Naples. Make your island dreams come true!

HIGHLIGHTS Small Group Tour maximum 12 pax

√

explore the Blue Grotto - Stroll through the shopping streets of Capri - Visit the
Augustus’ Gardens and enjoy the view of the Faraglioni

√

TOUR ITINERARY
HIGHLIGHTS - Enjoy a day in the most visited island of Italy - Take the chance to

T

JAN - DEC

8h

Capri

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

TOUR ITINERARY
07:30 - 08:30
Pickup from Naples
08:35
departure from Naples by hydrofoil
09:20
Arrival in Capri
09:30
Transfer from the port to Anacapri
10:00
Walking through streets of Anacapri
optional chance to take the chairlift
11:30
Lunch break
12:15 - 12:45
Reach Capri main square by minibus
12:45 - 13:45
Walking through Capri main square
and visit the Augustus’ gardens
13:45
Free time for shopping,
visit of the Blue Grotto
16:15
Meeting point at the port
16:30
Boarding the hydrofoil
17:20
Arrival in Naples Cruise Terminal
and drop off

Faraglioni
Grotta verde
Punta Carena

√

Capri

WITH PICKUP

M

Capri
Anacapri

Group Tours

Capri Island

Grotta azzurra

JAN - DEC

Group Tours

Napoli Terminus Hotel

Napoli hydrofoil

Pompei

Sorrento

A$440
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From Naples

Discover Capri, one of the most famous islands in the world. You will
reach the island by hydrofoil and you will have a stop in the famous
“piazzetta”, the nickname of the small square Umberto I, which is one of
the landmarks of the island. Walk along the narrow streets, where you
can find many Italian clothing shops as well as handcrafted shops. Visit
the Belvedere of Augustus’ Gardens where you can have an aerial view
of Mt. Solaro, via Krupp and the famous “Faraglioni”, the icon of Capri.
Do not lose the chance to enjoy this tour with Blue Grotto included, where
you can take a boat ride through a natural cavern that is filled with an
ethereal light!

Do not miss the opportunity to visit Capri, Sorrento, and Pompeii in one
day with this action-packed excursion from Naples. This tour will start
directly at the port of Naples to take you across the bay to the renowned
Capri island, the little but unique island that is, at the same time, a
wonderful experience for its natural limestone land and one of the most
fashionable places in the world.
Upon arrival to this VIP island you will take the funicular up to reach the
famed “Piazzetta”.
After the visit of Capri island, take the hydrofoil to reach Sorrento, an
attractive resort destination well located both as a springboard for a
paradisiac sightseeing and as a place to simply enjoy and feel.
Your journey continues as you leave Sorrento behind and board a
minibus to drive to Pompeii for a guided tour of the ruins. Stroll along
the streets of the ancient city of Pompeii with its millennia-old houses,
amphitheatres thermal baths and so on. Do not lose the opportunity to
live this unbelievable journey to the past!

Transfer from/ to the meeting point , live guide, hydrofoil tickets, light lunch,
funicular or minibus tour on Capri, Blue Grotto tickets

Round trip transfer from the meeting point, commentary on board, archeoguide or
audioguides, bottled water, hydrofoil tickets

Gratuities, other activities

Pompeii entrance fee ( €15,00 p.p.), lunch, optional activities, gratuities, Blue Grotto

*in case of bad weather/sea conditions the tour may be cancelled * We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting
point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. * Tour operates in all weather conditions so please dress
appropriately. * Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and umbrella in
case of rain. * For the meeting point and pickup time as well, find the provided pickup list * After having booked
please contact the local supplier to arrange the meeting point and pickup time * Pickup times start approximately 30
minutes before the tour departure * Tour timetable may change due to traffic and/or road closures * Kids (0-4 y/o) are
free of charge, but, if required by the ticket office, based on their height, they could be subject to the payment of the
hhydrofoild tickets. Blue Grotto visit may change due to wheater conditions. If closed, Blue Grotto will be sostituted
by an alternative activity.

*the live guide inside the Pompeii ruins will be provided with a minimum of 6 participants. Up to 5 participants we will
provide audioguides *in case of bad weather/sea conditions the tour may be cancelled We highly recommend to arrive at the
meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. Tour operates in all weather conditions so please dress
appropriately. Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and umbrella in case of rain.
* For the meeting point and pickup time as well, find the provided pickup list * After having booked please contact the local
supplier to arrange the meeting point and pickup time * Pickup times start approximately 60 minutes before the tour departure
* Tour timetable may due to traffic and/or road closures.

8/9h

From Naples

S

√

the region - stroll through the shopping streets of Capri - visit the Gardens of
Augustus and take photos of the Faraglioni - stroll through the streets of eternal
city of Pompeii - walk along side an archaeological guide

S

HIGHLIGHTS skip the line service - discover in one day the most visited sites of

√

explore the Blue Grotto - Stroll through the shopping streets of Capri - Visit the
Augustus’ Gardens and enjoy the view of the Faraglioni

F

HIGHLIGHTS - Enjoy a day in the most visited island of Italy - Take the chance to

√

07:50
Meeting point Molo Beverello Napoli
08:10
Hydrofoil from Naples to Capri
08:55
Arrival in Capri Marina Grande (port)
09:10
Funicolar from the port
to Capri downtown
09:20
Walking tour of Capri downtown
Piazzetta and Augustus Gardens
10:20 to 10:50
free time
10:50
Funicolar back to the port
11:20
Hydrofoil to Sorrento
11:45
arrival in Sorrento
11:50
Lift to Sorrento downtown
12:00 to 13:00
walking tour ot Sorrento
13:00 to 14:00
free time for shopping and lunch
14:00
Drive from Sorrento to Pompeii
14:45
arrival in Pompeii
14:45 to 16:15
walking tour inside the ruins of Pompeii
16:30
drive from Pompeii to Naples
17:15
arrival in Naples

T

JAN - DEC

TOUR ITINERARY

07:30 - 08:30
Pickup from Naples
08:35
departure from Naples by hydrofoil
09:20
Arrival in Capri
09:30
Transfer from the port to Anacapri
10:00
Walking through streets of Anacapri
optional chance to take the chairlift
11:30
Lunch break
12:15 - 12:45
Reach Capri main square by minibus
12:45 - 13:45
Walking through Capri main square
and visit the Augustus’ gardens
13:45
Free time for shopping,
visit of the Blue Grotto
16:15
Meeting point at the port
16:30
Boarding the hydrofoil
17:20
Arrival in Naples Cruise Terminal
and drop off

√

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

TOUR ITINERARY

√

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

A$380

Capri

W

A$330

VIP SMALL GROUP

√

Capri

SMALL GROUP

T

STANDARD

Group Tours

Capri, Sorrento & Pompeii

Giardini di
Augusto

√

Capri
Anacapri

M

Capri WITH BLUE GROTTO ALL INCLUSIVE

Grotta azzurra

JAN - DEC

Group Tours

Napoli hydrofoil

A$230

A$260

VIP SMALL GROUP

A$320

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

STANDARD

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

T

√

11:45 - 13:00
free time for lunch and shopping

W

√

13:30
Reach the port by funicular

T

13:40 - 14:30
Way back to Naples

√
F

15:15
Arrival in Pompeii

√
S

15:30 - 17:00
Walking tour of Pompeii

√

17:30
Arrival in Naples and drop off

S

√
8/9h

From Naples

Relax on the beach and enjoy the most famous town of the region. Amalfi
is a maritime village with an ancient history that goes back to the 9th
century. The excursion starts every day from Naples, after the pickup
the bus will directly reach Amalfi in just 1 hour and 30 minutes. Once
in Amalfi you can explore the town with a free time of 2 hours. Do not
lose the visit of the St. Andrew Cathedral with the famous Paradise
Cloister. Stroll through the narrow roads and visit the local craftsman
shops. Moreover, Amalfi is known all over the world for the paper making
tradition (the production of handmade paper is one of the few direct links
still in existence back to the power of the medieval Republic of Amalfi)
and for the hand painted ceramics. Do not forget to bring your beach
towel and sunscreen to relax on the beach of Amalfi. Meet the driver at
midday to drive back to Naples. This tour is also suggested for people
that needs to be back in Naples before the afternoon

Round trip transfer from the meeting point, Commentary on board, bottled water

Pompeii entrance fee ( €15,00 p.p.), lunch, optional activities, gratuities, Blue Grotto

Live guide, lunch, beach towel, sunscreen
* We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your
scheduled pickup time. * Tour operates in all weather conditions so please dress
appropriately. * Tour timetable may change due to traffic and/or road closures. * The
tour is provided with a minimum number of 6 pax.

12:00-13:30
Drive back to Naples

√
S

√
S

√
F

09:30-12:00
Free Time in Amalfi

Round trip transfer from the meeting point, commentary on board, archeoguide or
audioguides, bottled water, hydrofoil tickets

*the live guide inside the Pompeii ruins will be provided with a minimum of 6 participants. Up to 5 participants we will provide
audioguides *in case of bad weather/sea conditions the tour may be cancelled We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting point at
least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. Tour operates in all weather conditions so please dress appropriately. Comfortable
walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and umbrella in case of rain. * For the meeting point and pickup
time as well, find the provided pickup list * After having booked please contact the local supplier to arrange the meeting point and
pickup time * Pickup times start approximately 60 minutes before the tour departure * Tour timetable may change due to traffic and/
or road closures * Kids (0-4 y/o) are free of charge, but, if required by the ticket office, based on their height, they could be subject to the
payment of the hhydrofoil tickets

08:00-09:30
Drive to Amalfi

T

Visit the most famous sites of the region in one day. The tour will start from the
unforgettable “piazzetta” that you will reach by funicular. From this tiny square,
you will walk along the narrow streets of Capri, famous for Italian fashion brands
and local hand-crafted shops. The Augustus’ Gardens are not far away. In the
1900s this botanical estate was the vacation home of steel magnate Friedrich
Alfred Krupp. On the way, you will also see the twisty and unique Via Krupp. From
Augustus’ Gardens you will look down upon the renowned “Faraglioni” limestone
sea stacks. Capri is at the same time a wonderful naturalistic experience and one
of the most fashionable places in Italy. You will also see the twisty and unique Via
Krupp. Our guide will also give you basics about the history, the culture and the
myth of enchanted writers, poets, musicians and so forth. In those days, Roman
Emperors walked along Capri’s pristine shores. Now, you can enjoy these sights.
After a free time for lunch you will go back to Naples port where a driver will take
you to Pompeii archaeological excavations. Pompeii life was destroyed by the
Vesuvius eruption of the 79 AD. In Pompeii you will discover the social life in the
ancient Roman city and all landmarks of the ruins such as the thermal baths,
the frescos of the Lupanare, the Macellum and the Basilica. A fantastic trip in 2
different wonderful places, which deserve to be visited.

Coast - Commentary on board

08:00
Tour departure

√

10:40
Walking through the streets of Capri

of the region - stroll through the shopping streets of Capri - Visit the Gardens
of Augustus and take photos of the Faraglioni - Stroll through the streets of
eternal city of Pompeii - Walk along side an archeological guide

HIGHLIGHTS Enjoy Amalfi in half day Swim in the enchanting sea of the Amalfi

W

M

11:15
visit the Augusts’ Gardens and take
photos from “the belvedere”

√

APR - OCT

10:15 - 10:40
Transfer by funicolar or by bus
from port to the main square

HIGHLIGHTS Skip the line service - Discover in one day the most visited sites

√

09:00 - 10:00
Reach Capri Island by hydrofoil

TOUR ITINERARY

√

TOUR ITINERARY
07:30-08:30
Pickup from Naples

Amalﬁ

A$110

Group Tours

SMALL GROUP

T

Garden Augustus

STANDARD

Half-Day Amalfi

√

Capri

Capri Island & Pompeii

Napoli

M

Pompei

JAN - DEC

Group Tours

Napoli

5h

From Naples

Amalfi Coast FROM NAPLES
STANDARD

A$150

SMALL GROUP

A$180

Napoli

WITH BOAT EXPERIENCE

VIP SMALL GROUP

A$240

STANDARD

SMALL GROUP

A$180

A$210

Pompei
VIP SMALL GROUP

A$270

Sorrento

Group Tours

Group Tours

Napoli

Amalfi Coast Sea & Land

Positano
Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

T

√
W

√

14:00-15:00
Arrival in Amalfi
and stop for free time

T

15:00
Departure from Amalfi to Ravello

√
F

√
S

15:30-16:15
Stop in Ravello and free time
17:30
Arrival Naples

11:30 - 12:30
Drive from Positano along the coast
to reach the restaurant
12:30 - 13:30
Stop for lunch
14:00 - 15:00
Arrival in Amalfi
and boat tour
15:00
Departure from Amalfi to Ravello
15:30 - 16:15
Stop in Ravello and free time
17:30
Arrival in Naples

√
S

√
7/8h

From Naples

Round rip transfer from the meeting point, commentary on board, bottled water,
light luncha

Round trip transfer from the meeting point, Commentary on board, bottled water,
lunch.

Optional activities, gratuities

Optional activities, gratuities

* the live guide will be provided with a minimum of 6 participants. Up to 5 participants we will provide a knowledgeable Multi language
speaking driver * We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. * Tour
operates in all weather conditions so please dress appropriately. * Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen
in the summer and umbrella in case of rain. * For the meeting point and pickup time as well, find the provided pickup list * After having
booked please contact the local supplier to arrange the meeting point and pickup time * Pickup times start approximately 60 minutes
before the tour departure * Tour timetable may due to traffic and/or road closures.

*during the LOW SEASON the live guide will be provided with a minimum of 6
participants. Up to 5 participants we will provide a Multilanguage speaking driver.

8/9h

From Naples

√
S

√
S

√
F

√

10:30 - 11:00
Drive to the Amalfi Coast
and photo stop of Positano

T

09:40 - 10:30
Drive to Sorrento coast
for photo stops

√

Catch the opportunity to visit the Amalfi Coast. It is dotted with several
villages, which deserve to be visited. You will enjoy photo stops in both
Sorrento and Positano, than, after a stop for lunch, you will reach Amalfi,
an ancient maritime republic, situated on a seafront port and a long
stretch of pebbled beach. Beyond the main square (Piazza Duomo) lies
the shopping street of Amalfi, that ends at highest point of the town.
Along the pedestrian street there are bars and cafes and many shops
selling limoncello, basic groceries, ceramics, and so on. From Amalfi
you will take a short boat trip to discover the famous villas and to take
amazing photos of the cliff from the sea. At the end of your tour you will
reach Ravello, a rural village, perched on top of a mountain cliff situated
above Amalfi and Minori. Famous for its breath-taking views overlooking
the Amalfi Coastline, the natural beauty and ancient monuments are best
represented by the well-preserved gardens of Villa Cimbrone and Villa
Rufolo where the Ravello Music Festival is held.

- Take breathtaking photos of the Amalfi Coast cliff

W

√

12:30-13:30
Stop for lunch

Take the chance to visit the best villages on the Amalfi Coast. The twisty
road, suspended between the sea and the slopes of Lattari Mountains,
offers a stunning view of the overhanging shore. You will have the chance
to take several photos during brief stops. Enjoy a lunch in a restaurant
overlooking the sea and then relax yourself visiting Amalfi town centre,
which is the heart and the soul of the coast. Here, there will be enough
free time to go shopping and to visit the Cathedral, which dominates from
the top of its majestic stairs. At the end of the tour you will reach Ravello
town, that is a top hill town overlooking on the entire coast. Here, you will
have other free time and you could enjoy the optional visit to the gardens
of Villa Rufolo, made up of exotic and Mediterranean flora species.

- take breathtaking photos of the Amalfi Coast cliff
- visit the main villages Amalfi and Ravello

07:30 - 08:30
Tour departed from Naples

√

M

11:30-12:30
Drive from Positano
along the coast to reach restaurant

HIGHLIGHTS Discover in one day the most visited sites of the region

T

10:30-11:10
Drive to Amalfi Coast
and photo stop of Positano

HIGHLIGHTS - discover in one day the most visited sites of the region

√

JAN - DEC

09:40-10:30
Drive to Sorrento Coast
for photo stops

TOUR ITINERARY

M

08:30
Tour departure

JAN - DEC

TOUR ITINERARY

STANDARD

SMALL GROUP

A$190

A$180

A$210

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

Amalﬁ

VIP SMALL GROUP

A$270

T

√
W

11:30-12:30
Stop for lunch

√
T

13:00-14:00
Arrival in Amalfi
and stop for free time

√
F

14:00
Departure from Amalfi to Ravello

√
S

14:30-15:30
Stop in Ravello and free time

√
S

√

7/8h

From Salerno

10:30-11:30
Drive from Positano along
the coast to reach restaurant

Roundtrip transfer from the meeting point, commentary on board, bottled water,
light lunch

Round trip transfer from the meeting point, Commentary on board, archeoguide or
audioguides* (for Pompeii), bottled water, lunch, skip the line service

Optional activities, gratuities

Pompeii entrance fee ( €15,00 p.p.), optional activities, gratuities

We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup
time. Tour operates in all weather conditions so please dress appropriately. Comfortable walking shoes
are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and umbrella in case of rain. * For the meeting
point and pickup time as well, find the provided pickup list * After having booked please contact the local
supplier to arrange the meeting point and pickup time * Pickup times start approximately 60 minutes
before the tour departure * Tour timetable may due to traffic and/or road closures.

*the live guide will be provided with a minimum of 6 participants. Up to 5 participants we will provide audioguides - We highly
recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. - Tour operates in all weather
conditions so please dress appropriately. - Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and
umbrella in case of rain. - For the meeting point and pickup time as well, find the provided pickup list - After having booked please
contact the local supplier to arrange the meeting point and pickup time - Pickup times start approximately 60 minutes before the tour
departure - Tour timetable may change due to traffic and/or road closures.

√
S

√
S

√

11:30-12:30
Stop for lunch
13:00-13:50
Arrival in Amalfi
and stop for free time
14:00
Departure from Amalfi
15:15
Arrival in Pompeii
15:30-17:00
Walking tour of Pompeii

15:30 D
Drive from Ravello to Salerno
16:30
Arrival in Salerno

09:30-10:10
Drive to Amalfi Coast
and photo stop of Positano

F

8

In just one day you will visit the two highlights of Campania Region.
Experience the breathtaking view of the Amalfi Coast during several
stops with the chance to take photos and admire one of the most
beautiful landscapes. The Amalfi Coast is dotted with several villages,
which deserve to be visited. Its scenery is definitely astonishing, because
of its countless mighty cliffs, which will not let you look elsewhere. After
that, you will have the chance to plunge into the ancient Roman city
of Pompeii, destroyed by the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 AD. Here, you
will explore the most interesting places of Pompeii ruins such as: the
Basilica, the Macellum and the famous House of Faun. You can go back
in time by walking through the preserved streets of the city and snooping
around millennia-old houses, temples, cafes, shops, amphitheatres and
even a brothel.

08:40-09:30
Drive to coast of Sorrento
and photo stops

√

Campania

the region - take breathtaking photos of the Amalfi Coast cliff - stroll through the
streets of the eternal city of Pompeii - visit the ruins with an archaeological guide

T

Called as a Greek nymph, Amalfi gives its name to the whole scenic coast
and lies at the mouth of the Valle dei Mulini, a natural water-mills valley.
Visit the UNESCO World Heritage Amalfi coast. Experience the twisty
and scenic path spanning 37 miles (60km) from Salerno to Sorrento
with a local guide. Enjoy a photo stop by the picturesque Positano, with
its houses climbing down the cliff. Have traditional lunch (included) in
a restaurant overlooking the sea and visit Amalfi downtown. See the
beautiful cathedral of St. Andrew. Finally, explore Ravello, where you can
visit the gardens of Villa Rufolo.

07:30-08:30
Pickup from hotels
and Cruise Terminal of Naples

√

√

10:30-11:30
Drive from Positano along the coast
to reach the restaurant

- Take breathtaking photos of the Amalfi Coast cliff - Visit the main villages
Amalfi and Ravello

HIGHLIGHTS - skip the line service - discover in one day the most visited sites of

W

M

09:45-10:10
Drive to Amalfi Coast
and photo stop of Positano

HIGHLIGHTS - discover in one day the most visited sites of the region

√

JAN - DEC

08:30-09:45
Drive to the coast of Sorrento
and photo stops

TOUR ITINERARY

17:30
Arrival Naples Cruise Terminal

8/9h

From Naples

T

07:45
pickup from Salerno Cruise Terminal

Positano

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

TOUR ITINERARY
07:30
pickup from Salerno Villa Comunale

Sorrento

√

Salerno

STANDARD

Pompei

M

Amalﬁ

Amalfi Coast & Pompeii

Group Tours

Amalfi Coast FROM SALERNO

JAN - DEC

Group Tours

Napoli

STANDARD

SMALL GROUP

A$180

VIP SMALL GROUP

A$250

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

STANDARD

SMALL GROUP

A$280

A$340

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

T

√
W

13:30 - 14:15
Lunch Stop

√
T

14:15 - 14:45
Drive to Amalfi

√

14:45 - 16: 00
Free time in Amalfi

F

√

16:00 - 17:30
Drive to Naples

S

√

17:30
Arrival in Naples, first stop Cruise
Terminal and Train Station

S

√
9h

From Naples

Walking tour inside the ruins of Pompeii
Free time for shopping

11:30

Departure from Pompeii
to Herculaneum

12:00

Arrival in Herculaneum

Drive to restaurant for lunch and wine
tasting
Lunch time
Sightseeing drive along the slopes of
the volcano Vesuvius with photo stops
along the way

17:00

Optional activities, Gratuities

Pompeii entrance fee €15,00, Herculaneum entrance fee €13,00, visit of the crater
of the volcano, gratuities, optional activities

* We highly recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup
time. * Tour operates in all weather conditions so please dress appropriately. * Comfortable walking
shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and umbrella in case of rain. * For the
meeting point and pickup time as well, find the provided pickup list * After having booked please contact
the local supplier to arrange the meeting point and pickup time * Pickup times start approximately 60
minutes before the tour departure * Tour timetable may due to traffic and/or road closures.

* the live guide will be provided with a minimum of 6 participants. Up to 5 participants we will provide audioguides * We highly
recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. * Tour operates in all weather
conditions so please dress appropriately. * Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and
umbrella in case of rain. * The tour does not included the visit of the crater. * For the meeting point and pickup time as well, find the
provided pickup list * After having booked please contact the local supplier to arrange the meeting point and pickup time * Pickup
times start approximately 60 minutes before the tour departure * Tour timetable may due to traffic and/or road closures.

√
S

13:30

Walking tour inside
the ruins of Herculaneum

15:30

Roundtrip transfer, commentary on board, archeoguide or audioguides*, lunch with
wine tasting, bottled water

√

12:00 - 13:30

14:00

Round trip transfer from the meeting point, Commentary on board, bottled water,
lunch

√

F

11:15

S

09:15 - 11:15

√

Arrival in Pompeii,
free time for restrooms and tickets

T

4

Discover in only one day the ruins of Pompeii and drive to the top of Mount
Vesuvius, which destroyed the town about 2000 years ago. Stroll through
the streets of the Roman city of Pompeii and check the differences
with other UNESCO archaeological sites, such as Herculaneum. Both
archaeological sites feature the excavated ruins of alleyways and homes
where you are free to explore and yet continue to unearth the remains
of a place locked in time today. Whereupon drive up to Mount Vesuvius
and stop at 1000 mt. altitude. Once there enjoy the view of the Bay of
Naples. If you are a hiking and history lover, this Pompeii, Herculaneum
and Mount Vesuvius tour is all you need!

Tour Departure

09:00

√

√

12:45 - 13:30
Drive along the Amalfi Coast

The tour departs from Naples everyday. After pickup, reach Sorrento in
1 hour and 30 minutes. Along the coast the guide will allow the group
to get off and take beautiful photos of the landscape. One of the stops
will be in a factory where “Limoncello” and other delicious local products
are made. Enjoy 1 hour free time in Sorrento in order to stroll through
the picturesque and narrow streets and admire the countless artisan
shops. At this point the tour will leave the Bay of Naples and the coast
of Sorrento to approach to Amalfi Coast. Reach Positano and stop in the
downtown. Take the typical stairs and reach the beach of Positano. You
will be overwhelmed by a rush of flowers colours. The tour includes a
stop in a sought-after restaurant with a breathtaking terrace overlooking
the sea. After the lunch break, reach Amalfi, the most important town of
the coast. Once in Amalfi during the free time of 1 hour we suggest to
visit the stunning and evocative St. Andrew’s Cathedral or to lay down on
the beach and taste a local handmade ice cream.

Campania

life and the culture of the ancient city Pompeii - Hike up the volcano that destroyed
Pompeii - Enjoy the view of the bay of Naples from the top of its highest mountain

W

M

11:45 - 12:45
Free time in Positano

requested tour by the tourists - The only tour from Naples that allow to visit
Positano Center, not just for a photo stop -Free time in each place - Lunch
included in a terrace overlooking the sea

HIGHLIGHTS stroll through the streets of the immortal city of Pompeii - discover the

√

11:00 - 11:45
Drive to Positano with photo stops

08:30

HIGHLIGHTS Chance to visit Sorrento and the Amalfi Coast in 1 day - The most

Arrival in Naples

8/9h

From Naples

T

10:00 - 11:00
Free time in Sorrento

TOUR ITINERARY

√

JAN - DEC

08:30 - 10:00
Drive to Sorrento Coast
with photo stops

Pompei

VIP SMALL GROUP

TOUR ITINERARY
07:30-08:30
Pickup from Naples

Herculaneum

Napoli

M

Positano
Sorrento

& VESUVIUS DRIVE

Group Tours

Sorrento Positano Amalfi (SPA)

Napoli

Vesuvius

JAN - DEC

Group Tours

Napoli cruise station

Pompeii, Herculaneum

A$200

A$260

11:30 - 12:00
Drive to the restaurant

M

√

12:30 - 13:30
Lunch time

T

√

13:30 - 14:00
Drive up to 1000 meters and reach
the parking for buses

W

√
T

√

14:15 - 16:15
Free time to hike up the serpentine
that reach the crater, time for the
tour with a guide of the Mt. Vesuvius
National Park.

F

√
S

16:30 - 17:15
Meet the bus at the parking and
reach Naples

Take the chance to visit in just one day the ruins of the Roman city of Pompeii,
the most famous and evocative archaeological site in the world, and to hike
on the volcano Vesuvius “the Big Giant”, which caused the destruction of
this city in 79 AD. This tour is available all over the year, and it starts from
Naples every day. The tour starts with the most interesting landmarks of the
ancient Roman city of Pompeii, such as: the thermal baths, the frescos of the
Lupanare, the Macellum and the Basilica. In case of ongoing maintenance work
of some villas or buildings for restoration, the guide will replace the visit with
an alternative building. After Pompeii, drive up Mt Vesuvius and stop in a local
restaurant located in a panoramic place along the slopes. Enjoy your pizza
lunch. Whereupon our driver will lead you to 1000 m altitude and once there
you will walk to the real top of the volcano to see the crater. At the summit,
you can enjoy the explanation made by a professional guide of the National
Park. You will admire the summit of Mount Somma (1133 m) and to the right
the cone of Vesuvius (1281 m), both separated by a valley, called Valley of the
Giant. Mt Vesuvius is majestic and stunning at the same time. It is absolutely
worth visiting it!

- Discover the life and the culture of the ancient city Pompeii
- Hike up the volcano that destroyed Pompeii - Enjoy the view of the bay of
Naples from the top of its highest mountain

This full day tour has a perfect pairing: a throwback in the mysterious ruins
of ancient Pompeii and a climb up to the crater of Mount Vesuvius with lunch
and a tasting at a vineyard. Enjoy an immersive travel and overwhelming
experience like no other archaeological sites in the whole world, than you will
enjoy a light lunch with wine tasting at the slopes of Mt. Vesuvius. Vesuvian
wine has ancient origins: a trail filled with aromas and beliefs, all played
around a new Nectarof the Gods. The ancient grape growers fully exploited the
potential of the wineries of the volcano’s land, planting the grapevine variety
called “Lacryma Christi”.

09:00
Arrival in Pompeii,
time for restrooms and tickets
09:15 - 11:15
Walking tour inside the ruins
11:30 - 12:00
Drive to the restaurant
12:30 - 13:30
Lunch time
13:30 - 14:00
Drive up to 1000 meters and reach
the parking for buses
14:15 - 16:15
Free time to hike up the serpentine
that reach the crater, time for the
tour with a guide of the Mt. Vesuvius
National Park.
16:30 - 17:15
Meet the bus at the parking and
reach Naples

√
S

√
7/8

From Naples

Roundtrip transfer, commentary on board, archeoguide or audioguides*, lunch,
bottled water

Transfer from/to the meeting point, commentary on board,
archeoguide or audioguides*, lunch, bottled water

Pompeii entrance fee €15,00, Mt. Vesuvius entrance fee €10,00, gratuities, optional
activities

Pompeii entrance fee €15,00, Mt. Vesuvius entrance fee €10,00, gratuities,
optional activities

*the live guide will be provided with a minimum of 6 participants. Up to 5 participants we will provide audioguides * We highly
recommend to arrive at the meeting point at least 5 minutes before your scheduled pickup time. * Tour operates in all weather
conditions so please dress appropriately. * The guided tour of the Mt.Vesuvius is provided by the local guides of the National
Park. * Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Hat and sunscreen in the summer and umbrella in case of rain. * For
the meeting point and pickup time as well, find the provided pickup list * After having booked please contact the local supplier
to arrange the meeting point and pickup time * Pickup times start approximately 60 minutes before the tour departure * Tour
timetable may due to traffic and/or road closures.

*during the LOW SEASON the live guide will be provided with a minimum of 6
participants. Up to 5 participants we will provide Audioguides.

7/8h

From Naples

S

HIGHLIGHTS Stroll through the streets of the immortal city of Pompeii

√

life and the culture of the ancient city Pompeii - Hike up the volcano that destroyed
Pompeii - Enjoy the view of the bay of Naples from the top of its highest mountain

S

JAN - DEC

09:15 - 11:15
Walking tour inside the ruins

HIGHLIGHTS stroll through the streets of the immortal city of Pompeii - discover the

√

07:30-08:30
Pickup from Naples

F

TOUR ITINERARY

07:30-08:30
Pickup from Naples

√

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

TOUR ITINERARY

09:00
Arrival in Pompeii,
time for restrooms and tickets

Group Tour

VIP SMALL GROUP

√

Children policy: from 0 to 4 years old FREE, from 5 to 12 years old 20% discount.

A$170

Pompei

SMALL GROUP

T

A$220

STANDARD

√

A$160

VIP SMALL GROUP

W

A$130

SMALL GROUP

√

STANDARD

Napoli

WITH WINE TASTING

T

WITH PIZZA LUNCH

Vesuvius

√

Pompei

Pompeii & Mt. Vesuvius

M

Napoli

Pompeii & Mt. Vesuvius

JAN - DEC

Group Tours

Vesuvius

s
r
u
o
T
e
Privat
TOUR ITINERARY

Private tours always include a knowledgeable driver that will introduce the tour
participants to the history of every place they visit. All our drivers are English speaking,
but the clients can request any other languages among Spanish, French and German.
The client can add optional services and activities. In most cases the official guide is not
included but it can be added to the tour package. Departures are guaranteed every day.
All pickups are available from Naples but the pick up can be carried out from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Ravello, as well.

CAR
1-3
PASSENGERS

42

VAN
4-8
PASSENGERS

MINIBUS
9 - 18
PASSENGERS

Private Tours

TOUR ITINERARY

TOUR ITINERARY

08.00-09.00:
Pickup from Naples

08:00–09:00
Pickup range from Naples

09:30–11:30
Free time to visit Herculaneum
11:30–12:00
Free time to shopping
12:00
Drive back to Naples
12:30
Arrival in Naples

√

√

T
W

√

Located in the shadow of Mount Vesuvius, Herculaneum was an ancient Roman town destroyed by volcanic pyroclastic flows in 79 AD.
Really close to Naples, Herculaneum, is easily reached in only 15/20
minutes. Take the chance to book a private tour to visit this incredible
well-preserved Roman town that is an UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Your knowledgeable driver will pick you up in Naples and will wait for
2 hours to give you the chance to visit the excavations. You can hire
as optional activity a private tour guide that will show you the ruins
and will teach you all the secrets of its history.

09:30
Arrival in Herculaneum

T

√
11.00-12.00:
Drive along side and
the monumental area
with free time

The best way to discover the history of Naples is to experience the
warmth of its streets, which will show you the distinctive landmarks
of our city. Most streets are populated by of artisan shops, street
food shops, churches and monuments. A professional driver will
bring you through these streets, introducing you to the seafront up
to the monumental area and so forth. A relaxing tour, which will give
you the chance to know the origins of our history and all events our
city has to offer.

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Private Archeological guide €135 for 2 hours
– Visit a local Cameo Factory (optional)

√

M

10.00-11.00
Drive through the Historical Center
with free time

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Pizza Lunch €20 per person, Pizza Lesson €40 per person

T

M

JAN - DEC

09.00-10.00:
Drive along the hills of Naples,
panoramic spot

√

A$540

S

A$370

9 - 18 PAX

√

A$270

4 - 8 PAX

S

A$540

1 - 3 PAX

√

A$370

9 - 18 PAX

F

A$270

4 - 8 PAX

√

1 - 3 PAX

DRIVER WITH COMMENTARY

T

DRIVER WITH COMMENTARY

√

Herculaneum

W

Private Tours

Naples City

F

JAN - DEC

√
√
S

√
S

√
3h

From Naples

Roundtrip transportation from/to meeting point - English speaking driver (other
languages on request)

Roundtrip transportation from/to meeting point - English speaking driver (other
languages on request)

Lunch, tour guide.

Archeological Live Guide, Entrance Fees, Lunch, FOR MINIBUS 9-18 pax Parking &
ZTL, Service Gratuities

Pickup available also from Sorrento, Positano, Amalfi and Salerno
PRICE ON REQUEST

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

3h

From Naples

Private Tours

TOUR ITINERARY

TOUR ITINERARY

08:00–09:00
Pickup range from Naples

08:00– 09:00
Pickup range from Naples

11:30
Drive back to Naples

√

12:15
Arrival in Naples

T

W

√

12:30
Arrival in Naples

√
W

√

The mount Vesuvius is the best known Italian volcano and it is
considered the 2nd most dangerous volcano in the world.
Vesuvius is internationally renowned for the 79AD eruption, which
destroyed the Roman cities of Pompeii, Herculaneum, Oplontis and
Stabiae.
The driver will drive up to 1000 meters altitude and from the parking
you will reach the crater following a trekking path that usually takes
30 minutes. Once there, a volcanologist will introduce the tourists to
the geology and the history of the eruptions.

09:30–11:30
Free time to reach the crater

√

M

12:00
Drive back to Naples

Stroll along the streets of the Ancient city of Pompeii as in a time
machine and experience the real life of the Roman Empire. Enjoy a
walking tour with a professional licensed archeological tour guide.
Pompeii is the most visited archaeological site in the world and covers an area of 7 hectares. The town shows us the splendor of that
period with its temples, its villas filled with frescoes and its thermal
baths enriched with marble and mosaics. Explore the buildings of
the Forum, the Macellum market and the Red Light District.

09:45
Arrival at quote 1000m

T

11:30–12:00
Free time to shopping

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Lunch with wine tasting in a local winery €30 per person

√

JAN - DEC

09:30–11:30
Free time to visit Pompeii

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Private Archeological guide €135 for 2 hours
– Visit a local Cameo Factory (optional)

T

M

09:30
Arrival in Pompeii

√

A$570

S

A$380

9 - 18 PAX

√

A$300

4 - 8 PAX

S

A$540

1 - 3 PAX

√

A$370

9 - 18 PAX

F

A$270

4 - 8 PAX

√

1 - 3 PAX

DRIVER WITH COMMENTARY

T

Private Tours

Pompeii DRIVER WITH COMMENTARY

Mt. Vesuvius

F

JAN - DEC

√
√
S

√
S

√
3h

From Naples

Roundtrip transportation from/to meeting point - English speaking driver (other
languages on request

Roundtrip transportation from/to meeting point- English speaking driver (other
languages on request) – Commentary on board

Archeological Live Guide, Entrance Fees , Lunch, FOR MINIBUS 9-18 pax Parking &
ZTL, Service Gratuities

Mt Vesuvius Entrance fee, Lunch, Optional Extra Activities costs, FOR MINIBUS
9-18 pax Parking & ZTL, Service Gratuities

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

4h

From Naples

DRIVER WITH COMMENTARY
1 - 3 PAX

A$300

4 - 8 PAX

A$360

9 - 18 PAX

A$570

1 - 3 PAX

A$430

4 - 8 PAX

9 - 18 PAX

A$460

A$600

Private Tours

Private Tours

Naples to Sorrento or
Amalfi coast WITH STOP IN POMPEII

Caserta Royal Palace

TOUR ITINERARY

√
S

√
S
T

√

F

√

Sorrento or Amalfi Coast

√

Napoli

T

W

√
√
W

√
T

√

Discover the unrestrained luxury in which the last reigning royal
family of the kingdom of Naples, the Bourbons lived. The royal
palace testifies their love for the beauty and patronage for the arts. It
is the largest palace and one of the largest buildings built in Europe
during the 18th century. It is worldwide known as the “Versailles of
Italy”. In 1997, the Palace was designated a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Used by different movie productions like Star Wars, Mission
Impossible, Angels&Demons, Casino Royale as filming location, the
Palace is an exceptional architectural and engineering creation.
The outstanding architectural design as well as fountains and
English gardens will offer you the chance to live a unique experience.

Pompei

√

M

13:00
Arrival in Naples

2 hours stop in Pompeii

T

12:00
Drive back to Naples

Private guide €160 for 2 hours

√

JAN - DEC

10:00–12:00
Free time to visit the Palace
& the Royal Gardens

Amalﬁ

M

10:00
Arrival in Caserta

Naples
OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Sorrento

F

JAN - DEC

08:00– 09:00
Pickup range from Naples

Positano

√
S

√
S

√
4h

From Naples

Roundtrip transportation from/to meeting point- English speaking driver (other
languages on request) – Commentary on board

Roundtrip transfer - English speaking driver (other languages on request) –
Commentary on board

Live Guide, Royal Palace Entrance fee, Lunch, FOR MINIBUS 9-18 pax Parking &
ZTL, Service Gratuities

Cultural sites entrance fees, live guide, extra costs (for minibus 9-18 pax),
gratuities, optional activities

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

From Naples

09:15 - 11:15
Walking tour inside the ruins

M

11:30 - 13:30
(optional) drive to the restaurant
and luch time

√
T

13:30 - 14:00
Drive up to 1000 meters and reach
the parking for buses

√
W

√
T

14:15 - 16:15
Free time to hike up the serpentine
that reach the crater,
time for the tour with a guide
of the Mt. Vesuvius National Park

√
F

√

16:30 - 17:15
Meet the bus at the parking
and reach Naples

Take the chance to visit in just one day the ruins of the Roman city
of Pompeii, the most famous and evocative archaeological site in
the world, and to hike on the volcano Vesuvius, which caused the
destruction of this city in 79 AD. This tour is available all over the
year, and it starts from Naples every day. After Pompeii, drive up Mt
Vesuvius and you can choose to stop in a typical restaurant located
in a panoramic place along the slopes. Whereupon our driver will
lead you to 1000 m altitude and once there you will walk to the real
top of the volcano to see the crater. At the summit, you can enjoy the
explanation made by a professional guide of the National Park, or
just peek into the crater on your own. You will admire the summit of
Mount Somma (1133 m.) and to the right the cone of Vesuvius (1281
m), both separated by a valley, called Valley of the Giant.

The mysterious ruins of ancient Pompeii offer such an immersive
travel and overwhelming experience like no other archaeological site
in the world. The town was not simply blown away by the Vesuvius
eruption in 79 AD, but buried under layers of debris, ashes and mud,
as well. The result is the inestimable value of this UNESCO World
Heritage Site and a remarkably well-preserved slice of ancient
Roman life. After Pompeii, catch the opportunity to visit multi-colored
city: Napoli! Shining like a piece of heaven on earth, overlooking a
marvellous bay with the majestic Vesuvius directly behind it, Naples
has an invaluable cultural and artistic identity. The best views are
from the neighbourhood of Posillipo. This is a relaxing tour, which
will give you the chance to know the mythical and legendary origins
of the city.

11:30 - 13:30
(optional) drive to the restaurant
and luch time
13:30 - 14:00
Drive to Naples
14:00 -15:00
Drive along the hills of Naples,
panoramic spot
15:00 - 16:00
Drive through the hitorical center
and enjoy free time
16:00 - 17:00
Drive along the monumental area
and enjoy free time

S

√
S

Roundtrip transfer, commentary on board, bottled water

Pompeii entrance fee €15,00, Mt. Vesuvius entrance fee €10,00, archeological live
guide, extra costs (for minibus 9-18 pax), gratuities, optional activities

Pompeii entrance fee €15,00, archeological live guide, extra costs (for minibus 9-18
pax), gratuities, optional activities

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

√

Roundtrip transfer, commentary on board, bottled water

6h

From Naples

6h

From Naples

√

Private Tours
09:15 - 11:15
Walking tour inside the ruins

S

09:00
Arrival in Pompeii,
time for restrooms and tickets

√

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Private archeological guide €135,00 for 2 hours
Visit a local Cameo Factory free

S

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Private archeological guide €135,00 for 2 hours
Lunch with a wine tasting in a local vineyard €30,00 p.p.
Visit a local Cameo Factory free

√

JAN - DEC

09:00
Arrival in Pompeii,
time for restrooms and tickets

F

TOUR ITINERARY
08:30
Tour departure

√

TOUR ITINERARY
08:30
Tour departure

T

A$830

√

A$610

9 - 18 PAX

W

A$560

4 - 8 PAX

√

A$830

1 - 3 PAX

T

A$610

9 - 18 PAX

√

A$560

4 - 8 PAX

M

1 - 3 PAX

Pompeii – Naples

JAN - DEC

Private Tours

Pompeii – Vesuvius

11:30
Departure to Herculaneum

M

11:50
Arrival in Herculaneum

√
T

11:50–13:30
Free time to visit Herculaneum

√

13:30–14:00
Free time for lunch

W

√

14:00
Drive to Mt. Vesuvius quote 1000mt

T

14:45
Arrival on the Mt Vesuvius

Discover in one day an ancient Roman ruins and drive to the top
of the Volcano, which destroyed the town 2000 years ago. Stroll
through the streets of the commercial and business city of Pompeii
and check the differences with the smart and noble houses of
Herculaneum. Whereupon drive up to the Mt.Vesuvius and stop
at 1000m altitude. Walk the path that will allow you to reach the
crater and, once there, enjoy the view of the Bay of Naples. Take the
opportunity to learn the geology of the volcano with a guide of the
National Park. Finally, compare the beauty and greatness of Pompeii
ruins with the archeological site of Herculaneum.

This is one of the most breathtaking excursions ever.
Enjoy in one day a tour in this unforgettable UNESCO site. The Amalfi
Coast deserves to be defined one of the most beautiful and dramatic
coastlines in the world. Discover places of legendary fame and visit
the most charming locations. Marvel at the view of Positano and its
pastel-colored houses, visit Amalfi built on the cliff and walk among
the villas and the gardens of Ravello.

10:30 – 11:30
Free time in Positano
11:30
Drive to Amalfi town
12:15–14:15
Free time to visit Amalfi & lunch
14:15-14:45
Drive to Ravello
14:45–15:45
Freee time to visit Ravello

√
F

√
S

14:45–16:45
Free time to climb the crater

15:45
Drive back to Naples

16:45
Drive back to Naples

17:15
Arrival in Naples

√

17:30
Arrival in Naples

S

√
8h

From Naples

Roundtrip transportation from/to meeting point- English speaking driver (other
languages on request) – Commentary on board

Roundtrip transportation from/to meeting point- English speaking driver (other
languages on request) – Commentary on board

Archeological Live Guide, Entrance fees, Lunch, FOR MINIBUS 9-18 pax Parking &
ZTL, Service Gratuities

Lunch, Optional Extra Activities costs, FOR MINIBUS 9-18 pax Parking & ZTL,
Service Gratuities

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

The tour operates with all weather condition. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

7/8h

From Naples

√

Private Tours
10:00
Reach the beginning
of the Amalfi Coast

S

09:00
Drive to Sorrento Coast
with photo stops

√

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Visit Limoncello Factory, Esmerald Grotto, Boat tour in Amalfi,
Service Gratuities

S

JAN - DEC

09:30–11:30
Free time to visit Pompeii

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Private Archeological guide €135 for 2 hours in Pompeii or in Herculaneum Private Archeological guide €250 FULL DAY - Lunch with wine tasting in a local
vineyard €30 per person - Visit a local Cameo Factory FREE

√

09.30:
Arrival in Pompeii

F

TOUR ITINERARY
08:00– 09:00
Pickup range from Naples

√

TOUR ITINERARY
08.00-09.00:
Pickup range from Naples

T

A$860

√

A$680

9 - 18 PAX

W

A$590

4 - 8 PAX

√

A$860

1 - 3 PAX

T

A$660

9 - 18 PAX

√

A$590

4 - 8 PAX

M

1 - 3 PAX

Amalfi Coast

JAN - DEC

Private Tours

Pompeii, Herculaneum
& Mt. Vesuvius

11:30
Departure to Amalfi Coast

M

√

11:50
Drive along the coast
with photo stops

T

11:50–12:50
Free time to visit Positano

√
W

12:50–13:30
Drive to Amalfi town

√
T

13:30-15:00
Free time to visit Amalfi
and for lunch

√
F

15:00-16:30
Drive back to Naples

Enjoy in a day the excursion to two different UNESCO sites. Visit the
ancient city of Pompeii that is still the most visited archaeological
site in the world. The tour stops in Pompeii for 2 or 3 hours and if you
wish you can add the option to book a walking tour inside the ruins
with an archeological live guide. The tour keeps on along the Amalfi
Coast with its breathtaking twisty road that runs like a balcony
suspended between the cobalt blue sea and the slopes of the Lattari
mountains. The best way to enjoy the coast in one day is to attend
a tour and be guided by experienced drivers. Along the road the tour
stops in the towns of Positano, Amalfi, Ravello. The drive back to
Naples lasts 1 hour and 30 minutes.

This is our best seller tour ever! The ancient city of Pompeii is still
the most visited archaeological site in the world. The eruption of
Vesuvius has made it an immortal city. The tour stops in Pompeii for
2 hours and if you wish you can add the option to book a walking tour
inside the ruins with an archeological live guide. The tour keeps on
along the Sorrento Coast up to Positano. Stroll through the narrow
shopping streets of Sorrento and Positano and enjoy the flavours
and the colours of the products of our Region.

11:30
Departure to Sorrento
12:30
Arrival in Sorrento
12:30-14:00
Free time to visit Sorrento
and lunch
14:00
Drive to Positano
14:00–15:00
Free time to visit Positano
15:00
Drive back to Naples

√

16:30
Arrival in Naples

S

16:30
Arrival in Naples

√
S

√
8h

From Naples

Roundtrip transportation from/to meeting point- English speaking driver (other
languages on request) – Commentary on board

Roundtrip transportation from/to meeting point- English speaking driver (other
languages on request) – Commentary on board

Archeological Live Guide, Entrance fees, Lunch, FOR MINIBUS 9-18 pax Parking &
ZTL, Service Gratuities

Archeological Live Guide, Entrance fees, Lunch, FOR MINIBUS 9-18 pax Parking &
ZTL, Service Gratuities

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

8/9h

From Naples

√

Private Tours
09:30–11:30
Free time to visit Pompeii

S

09:30
Arrival in Pompeii

√

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Private Archeological guide €135 for 2 hours in Pompeii - Visit a local Cameo
Factory FREE

S

JAN - DEC

09:30–11:30
Free time to visit Pompeii

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Private Archeological guide €135 for 2 hours in Pompeii - Visit a local Cameo
Factory FREE

√

09:30
Arrival in Pompeii

F

TOUR ITINERARY
08.00-09:00
Pickup range from Naples

√

TOUR ITINERARY
08.00-09:00
Pickup range from Naples

T

A$860

√

A$680

9 - 18 PAX

W

A$590

4 - 8 PAX

√

A$860

1 - 3 PAX

T

A$660

9 - 18 PAX

√

A$590

4 - 8 PAX

M

1 - 3 PAX

Pompeii, Sorrento & Positano

JAN - DEC

Private Tours

Pompeii & Amalfi Coast

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Private Archeological guide €135 for 2 hours – Visit Mozzarella Factory

JAN - DEC

10:30
Arrival in Paestum
10:30–12:30
Free time to visit the Temples

M

12:30–13:30
Free time to visit Museum

√
T

13:30–14:30
Free time for lunch
or to visit a local mozzarella factory

√
W

14:30
Drive back to Naples

√
T

16:00
Arrival in Naples

√

Paestum is one of the most significant and valuable archaeological
sites of Italy. Gem of our cultural heritage and known for its
spectacular Doric temples, the legend attributes its construction
to the “Argonauts” of the Greek mythology. The town, at first called
Poseidonia in honor of Poseidon, God of the Sea, became very soon
one of the most prosperous cities in the Mediterranean area. Its
decline coincides with the fall of the Roman Empire. The journey
from Naples lasts 1 hour and 45 minutes. Once there, our driver will
assist you with the purchase of the entrance tickets. Not far from
the temples there is the Archaeological Museum of Paestum, which
contains some of the most important artifacts in southern Italy.

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Private Archeological guide €255 for 6 hours – Underwater Ruins of Baia (only
Saturday and Sunday)

F

Live a unique experience to explore an area of new archaeological
discoveries. The journey from Naples to Phlegrean Fields is short
but full of surprises. Along the way we will stop at the active volcano
Solfatara where you will be able to walk around and inside the
crater, between geyser of sulphurous steam and bubbles bubbling
mud. The tour will keep on to visit the Flavian amphitheater, which
is a marvelous example of an extremely well-preserved Roman
amphitheater. Then, visit the ancient Greek town of Cumae and
his Oracle Temple of the “Sybil“. On the way back to Naples admire
the charming seaside town of Baia, which used to be an important
Roman port that, with its archeological park, is rich of vestiges and
ruins of its Greek-Roman heritage.

09:00–10:00
Free time to visit the ruins
10:00
Drive to Baia
10:30
Drive along the coast
with photo stops
11:30
Drive to Pozzuoli
12:00-13:00
Visit Pozzuoli, Rione Terra
and the Amphitheater
13:00–14:00
Free time for lunch
14:00
Drive to Solfatara

√
S

14:30–15:30
Free time to walk inside Solfatara

√

15:30
Drive to Naples

S

√
8h

From Naples

Roundtrip transportation from/to meeting point- English speaking driver (other
languages on request) – Commentary on board

Roundtrip transportation from/to meeting point- English speaking driver (other
languages on request) – Commentary on board

Archeological Live Guide, Temples entrance fee, Lunch, FOR MINIBUS 9-18 pax
Parking & ZTL, Service Gratuities

Archeological Live Guide, Entrance fees, Lunch, FOR MINIBUS 9-18 pax Parking &
ZTL, Service Gratuities

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

The tour operates with all weather conditions. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

16:00
Arrival in Naples

8h

From Naples

√

Private Tours
09:00
Drive to Cuma

S

09:00–10:30
Drive to Paestum

√

TOUR ITINERARY
08:00–09:00
Pickup range from Naples

S

TOUR ITINERARY
08:00–09:00
Pickup range from Naples

√

A$760

F

A$670

√

A$590

9 - 18 PAX

T

A$900

4 - 8 PAX

√

A$680

1 - 3 PAX

W

A$600

9 - 18 PAX

√

4 - 8 PAX

T

1 - 3 PAX

DRIVER WITH COMMENTARY

√

DRIVER WITH COMMENTARY

M

Phlegrean Fields

JAN - DEC

Private Tours

Paestum Greek Temples

11:30
departure from Montecassino

M

√

13:00
arrival in Naples

T

√
W

√

Choose a private tour of Rome departing from Naples and visit the
eternal city. Having a private driver is useful for those who struggle to
walk long distances. Of course, during the tour you will get out of the
vehicle at all important sites to admire the “must see” sites for most
visitors. Specifically, the Colosseum, Roman Forum and Palatine Hill
are all located in the same archaeological area of Rome. Then, visit
the Trevi Fountain and reach Piazza di Spagna, where there is a set
of steps climbing a steep slope between the Piazza di Spagna and
piazza Trinità dei Monti.
After that, reach the Pantheon, the most ancient building in Rome
and one of the city’s most spectacular sights. Meet the driver at
Piazza Navona and reach St. Peter’s Square where the St. Peter’s
Basilica arises. Depart from Rome and reach Naples city centre.

T

Together with your private English speaking driver enjoy a day tour to
the Abbey of Montecassino and town with its history. Montecassino
Abbey is a famous Benedictine abbey in southern Italy, and site
of a decisive Second World war. It is really advisable to visit the
Montecassino abbay to admire its beautiful architectural structure.
It was founded by St. Benedict and built over the site of the pagan
temple of Apollo, where the sculpture of Apollo was destroyed along
with the altar.

12:30
Free time 30 minutes for a snack
and souvenirs
13:00
Drive by Piazza di Spagna
with the Spanish Steps, Pantheon
14:45
From Piazza Navona
reach St. Peter’s Square

√
F

15:00
free time to walk
by St. Peter’s Basilica

√
S

15:30
Departure from Rome

√

18:00
Arrival in Naples

S

Roundtrip transfer, bottled water

Live guide, extra costs (for minibus 9-18 pax), gratuities, optional activities

Cultural sites entrance fees, live guide, extra costs (for minibus 9-18 pax), gratuities,
optional activities

This is just a suggested timetable the tour can start also later

The tour operates with all weather condition. Pickup available also from Sorrento,
Positano, Amalfi and Salerno PRICE ON REQUEST

√

Roundtrip transfer, bottled water

5h

From Naples

10h

From Naples

√

Private Tours
10:30
Drive by Colosseum, Roman Forum,
Trevi Fountain

S

10:30
Arrival in Rome
close by the Colosseum

√

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Private tour guide

S

JAN - DEC

09:30 to 11:30
free time to explore
Montecassino abbey

OPTIONAL EXTRA ACTIVITIES

Private archeological guide

√

09:20
arrival in Montecassino

F

TOUR ITINERARY
08:00
Departure from Naples

√

TOUR ITINERARY
08:00
Departure from Naples

T

A$1400

√

A$1280

W

A$940

4 - 8 PAX

√

A$720

1 - 3 PAX

T

A$640

9 - 18 PAX

√

4 - 8 PAX

M

1 - 3 PAX

Rome Tour

JAN - DEC

Private Tours

Montecassino Abbey

Contact: info@italianbureau.com.au
Contact www.italianbureau.com.au
Michael on 02 62232780 or email to :
michael@travelmakers.com.au or michael@italianbureau.com.au

Australia

